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WorldFIP defines three types of data transfers:

The most important part is the deterministic traffic; here the master has a scanning table with a list 
of variables/ chunks of information to circulate to the bus periodically.
This scanning table is defined once, during the system configuration . The size of each variable is 
also static and defined during configuration.

Now, in some cases, certain applications also require event-type-traffic aside of the time-critical 
one. When configured accordingly, the master can also handle exchange of messages in the 
window for aperiodic-messaging-traffic, without disturbing the time-critical-traffic. The macrocycle 
is tuned in a way that leaves some extra time for this kind of traffic.
Within the periodic window a node or the master signal the need for some extra traffic that will be 
scheduled to take place within the aperiodic windows; there is no warrantee for the exact 
execution of this traffic; depends on requests from other nodes.

Network-management: translates for example to identifying the number of nodes connected to 
the bus. The master is managing this through specially defined variables. When configured 
accordingly, the master can handle SMMPS variables in a window for aperiodic-SMMPS-variables-
traffic, without disturbing the time critical-traffic. 

Any combination of these windows forms an elementary cycle, also referred to as macrocycle.
The macrocycle (length of each window and variables in periodic window) is configured once at 
startup and is not changed during bus operation. It is repeated indefinitely; even if communication 
with the host is lost.
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The communication is based on question ID_DAT and response RP_DAT frames.
The master uses the question frame ID_DAT to broadcast on the bus the name of a 
variable.
This question is simultaneously recorded by all the nodes connected to the bus.
One and only one of these nodes or the master recognizes itself as being the 
producer of this variable and broadcasts a response RP_DAT frame on the bus.
One or more other nodes and/or the master recognize that they are consumers of 
this RP_DAT frame and read it. 
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Instead of having a big FSM in HDL that would be executing the WorldFIP
macrocycle, we have software running on an embedded CPU, in order to add 
flexibility and ease the implementation of the design. Mock Turtle is the generic 
core that offers multi-CPU processing and all the infrastructure around

There are two main modules in the gateware: MOCK TURTLE 
(spec_node_template) and the application-specific FMC MASTERFIP CORE .

On one side the FMC MASTERFIP CORE is the interface to the FMC hardware (i.e. 
FielDrive chip, external pulse LEMO, 1-wire DS18B20 chip, LEDs)
on the other side it provides a wbgen2 WISHBONE where a set of control and 
status registers have been defined to interface with the MOCK TURTLE.                                   

The core ignores the notion of the WorldFIP frame type (ID_DAT/RT_DAT/..etc), or 
the macrocycle sequence and macrocycle timing;
the sw running on the MOCK TURTLE CPUs is responsible for managing these 
aspects and for providing to this core all the payload bytes (coming from the host) 
that have to be serializedand or for enabling the deserializer and then providing to 
the host the deserialized bytes.
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The interface between the CPUs and the PCIe host is though Host Message Queues 
(HMQ).
The interface between the CPUs with the FMC MASTERFIP CORE is a set of 
wbgen2- generated registers.
In this design MT is configured with 2 CPUs; as we will see in the sw part by Michel 
later:

- CPU0 is the heart of the design; it is "playing" the WorldFIP macrocycle.       
For example, it initiates the delivery of a WorldFIP question frame, by providing 

the frame bytes to the FMC MASTERFIP CORE, and then awaits for the reception of 
the response frame. It retrieves these consumed data from the FMC MASTERFIP 

CORE, packs them in the corresponding HMQ (according to the frame type) and 
can notify

the host through an IRQ. 

- CPU1 is mainly polling the host to retrieve new payload bytes for production. 
When new data is received from the host through a dedicated HMQ, CPU1 puts 
them 

into the Shared Memory for CPU0 to retrieve them and provide them to the FMC 
MASTERFIP CORE for serialization.                                           
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CPU1 does not need access to the FMC MASTERFIP CORE; however access is 
possible for debugging purposes.
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Only one clock domain coming from Xilinx PLL_BASE that takes the 125MHz clock 
from the SPEC.
Same clock used for both MT CPUs, fmc_masterFIP_core, crossbar etc
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The unit groups the main actions that regard FIELDRIVE data transmission.
The units TX SERIALIZER and TX OSC come unmodified from the nanoFIP project.

It first receives a tx_start to start serialization of a frame; this comes directly from 
MT.
Here is the image of a frame, as we have seen. The whole fmc_masterFIP_core and 
this unit in particular only knows about the FSS, CRC (FCS) and FES.
All the rest of the bytes have to be provided to the unit.
The interface to the tx_serializer is WISHBONE-like, unfortunately not WISHBONE.
The serializer requests for a byte; the request is replied with a new byte to serialize 
and indication if it is the last byte, which would mean that CRC and FES what 
should come next

The unit select_byte is retrieving one by one the bytes from the wbgen2 interface 
and is providing them to the serializer.
Actually in order to give flexibility to MT, all the payload bytes are  copied locally 
upon the tx_start; so MT right after a tx_start can be already preparing the 
contents of a new frame.

Now the max amount of a WorldFIP frame payload is 263 bytes.
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Instead of having a FIFO to pass them from MT to the serializer, we have decided 
to have a flat approach with a set of 67 32-bit long registers.
Like this we can copy all the data in one clock cycle, all simultaneously, and put no 
limitations to MT, for the min time that data need to remain stable in the FIFO for 
the copy.
It is a bit cumbersome, in the wbgen2 definition of the registers, one-by-one, but 
we have concluded that this was the safest approach.
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Similar is the structure of the deserializer.

The units RX DESERIALIZER, RX OSC and RX DEGLITCHER come unmodified from the 
nanoFIP project.

The fmc_masterfip_core and in particular the masterFIP_rx ignore completely the 
notion of PDU_TYPE, LGTH, MPS, etc fields inside the
PAYLOAD part of the frame and is not checking them at reception.

It is the MT that is handling individually the bytes inside the PAYLOAD frame field.
On the other hand the FSS, CRC and FES fields are checked and validated by the 
masterfip_rx.

As long as the rx_rst_i is not activated the deserializer probes the bus looking for a 
FSS;
after the FSS detection, the deserialized bytes are packed  one-by-one in 32-bit 
words to be provided to the MT.
Upon the detection of a FES either the rx_fss_crc_fes_ok_p_o or the 
rx_crc_wrong_p_o is activated to signal to MT for the end of a correct or erroneous 
frame.
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As for the serializer, here too we use a set of 67 32-bit long regs to transfer the 
frame data to MT.

MT is constantly polling the regs current_byte, frame_ok, crc_err; upon the 
detection of frame_ok it copies all the payload registers.
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Standard folder structure: http://www.ohwr.org/projects/masterfip-
gw/repository/revisions/eva_dev/show/rtl
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Current simulations are bypassing MT
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